**Step 1: Ask**
- How do they understand the visual? Is the pictured scenario relevant to them and their community?
- What do they think is the benefit being discussed?

**Step 2: Listen**
Listen to their replies.

**Step 3: Explain**
Explain the intended benefit communicated by this slide.

**PROGRESS / KAUNLARAN / KAUSWAGAN**

**Step 4: Relate**
Relate the benefit to their experience, based on what they may have discussed:
- Has you or anyone you know experienced stepping on others’ feces while walking in the community?
- Have you or encountered stray dogs eating feces in the street? Have you or your children touched or petted them?
- What did you feel after these experiences?

- Having a toilet in the home means having a safer, happier, cleaner, more progressive environment not just for the family and household, but for the whole barangay as well.